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Baron let go after 11 years as Rams' head eoaeh
BY MIKE ABELSON

Sports Staff Reporter

After 11 years and five
appearances in the National
Invitation Tournament, Jim
Baron was released from his
contract as head coach of the
University of Rhode Island
men's basketball team. Baron
has two years remaining on his
contract.
Baron had a career 184-166 .
record during his years in
Kingston and was the only man
ever to coach the Rams in the
Thomas M. Ryan Center. 'Ihe
Rams finished their season
Saturday with an 89-83 loss at
the University of Massachusetts
to finish their season 7-24.
Baron met with the team on
Sunday to deliver the news.
"Any time you've been former University of Rhode Island men'sbasketball coach Jim
doing something for so long it's Baron.
a tough situation/' Baron said.
continue to work hard."
resuscitating a program that had
"The main thing I told the kids
Baron was instrumental in won 12 games combined in the
is to get your education and

two years since it made the
Sweet Sixteen in 1999.
Between 2006 and 2011
Baron's teams amassed 109 wins
highlighted by a trip to the NIT
semifinals during the 2009-2010
season. Baron won three
Atlantic-10 Conference c::oach of
the year awards (2003, 2007,
2009) and consistently graduated his players.
''I think the world of Jim
Baron and the first-class manner
in which he represented URI
and the -men's basketball program," URI athletic director
Thorr Bjorn said via email.
~<During my time here, I have
enjoyed working with him and I
think he's one of the best fudividuals I've come across in this
business."
Baron said that he was
thankful to fans and the people
he worked with.
·Continued on page 3

URI student _finds uniqu~ way to overc9me cerebral palsy
BY AUDREY O'NEIL

Contributing News Reporter

Whether it is writing a
paper, taking notes or just chatting ·on Facebook, college students spend a majority of their
time
using
computers.
University of Rhode Island
sophomore Andrew Pilkington
uses his computer as much as
any other college student.
But instead of relying on his
hands to control the keyboard
and mouse, he ·relies on his
nose. Being born with cerebral
palsy, Pilkington uses a wheel
.chair and does not have complete use of his fingers or arm
movements.
In eighth grade, Pilkington
deeided that he wanted to learn
how to use a computer independently . He began using his
ear to control the mouse and
keyboard, but he said it was
very uncomfortable. As he continued to learn, Pilkington
found that if the keyboard was
elevated, he could use his nose.
Now, instead of using an ordinary mouse, he has a mouse
that resembles a video game joy
stick which enables him to use
his feet to control it.
Pilkington also depends on

his nose to type all of his documents, even when texting on his
iPhone.
"What's great about this
simple technology is th~t it
gives people with disabilities an
opportunity ·to compete in
today's workforce and completely assimilate into today' s
society - it really breaks down
the wall," Pilkington said.
Having
attended
the
Sundance Film Festival every
year since he was in eighth
grade, Pilkington has developed a love for film. Pilkington
began to write and edit films in
high school and completed his
first film during his senior year.
The film was focused on his
high school and was aired on a
local television station.
At URI, Pilkington majors
in films studies and enjoys writing. He is also the president of
Ruby Andromedia Productions,
a television and media production company that focuses on
producing independent films.
Not only is he involved
through his film making
endeavors, Pilkington is also
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Today's forecast
39 °F
What a
beautiful day.. .
for midterms.

.

Lauren Trad

I C'gar

Sophomore and At-Large Representative for the Student Senate
Andrew Pilkington poses for the camera in the senate office.

Nickel Brief:
Get complete coverage of the
Student Senate debates and
presidential candidates in
tomorrow's Cigar!

URI baseball
team gro~~

out _hair to
Flow for Joe
BY BRIANNA RESTO

News Reporter

Membersof
the
University of Rhode Island .
baseball team are growing
out their hair in honor of
Joseph Ciancola, their late
teammate. .
·
Ciancola passed away Pt:i.,
Oct. 27,2011 after a preseason
conditioning workout. His
passing seemed to be the
result of an undetermined
medical ·c ondition.
The baseball team has
dubbed this tribute Flow for
Joe. Originally, it was called
Fro for Joe, in accordance
with some of the more voluptuous hair styles taken on by
the players.
According to assistant
coach Eric Cirella, the idea
for Flow for Joe was proposed by two pitchers on the
team sometime in ·tate
October or early November. It
started out with only 20
members of the team participating, but soon grew to
include the entire team as
well as two coaches, including Cirella. No one on the
team has cut their hair in four
months.
"The guys are looking
really shaggy," Cirella said.
The team opted to pay
homage to Ciancola this way
due to his trademark long,
flowing locks.
"Joe always had a great,
big, head of hair. It was his
thing. His mom would
always tell him to cut his hair
and he didn't always listen,"
Cirella said.
Flow for Joe has helped to
bring the baseball team
together during this difficult
time, Cirella said. However,
this is not the only way that
Ciancola is being remembered by his fellow players.
As well as participating
in Flow for Joe, Cirella said
that each member of the team
has dog tags and other such
memorabilia with Ciancola' s
name and number on it.
"It has helped put this in
perspective," Cirella said.

Read about Sunday's
episode of 'The Walking
Dead.'

See page 6..
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CAMPUS
URI student encourages community to
fight against state disability services cuts
BY NANCY LAVIN
News Editor

A University of Rhode
Island senior is speaking out
against state budget cuts to an
area of health services that
she said is very close to her
heart.
Senior political science
and Italian double major
Alyssa Sarault has started a
petition asking other URI students to contact local and
state representatives to voice
opposition to cuts being made
to state disability services. If
the budget passes, $24 million
will be cut from disability
services alone.
"I think that people that
don't have a voice deserve to
have someone speak out," she
said.
Sarault has worked in
various capacities for West
Bay Residential Services since
she was 11, volunteering and
becoming a staff member to
help individuals with developmental disabilities, both

living on their own and in left and right and Rhode
group homes. She does every- Island can't afford to lose any
thing from helping to feed more jobs than we are
and shower the disabled to ' already," she said. "Some of
helping the non-mobile sim- the people at my job make
ply move from room to room. less money than people on
"I grew up around this wel~are as it is."
field," she said. " And [the
Sarault said she feels like
disabled] have so little com- money is still being spent in
pared to what you and I have. areas that can afford cuts
They are relying on the good- more than health services, but
ness of other people."
these areas have more people
Sarault said that the to stand up against cuts.
budget cuts mean severe
"[The disabled] don't
changes for the people .she have the ability to fight, so
works with and that they someone should fight for
need every penny of that them," she said.
Starting today and conmoney just for the most basic
things. ·
tinuing through Thursday,
''It's not like not having March 8, Sarault is asking stumoney to go to Disneyland," .dents to call or email local
she said. "It's not having representatives and state offimoney to live a very basic cials as part of a grassroots
life-to do things like seeing effort throughout the state to
the doctor, seeing family, stop these cuts.
going to the supermarket."
"If you have a couple
Sarault added that the hundred 'o r a thousand voters
cuts also affect people who calling, that says something,"
work in the disability services she said. "It takes five minsector.
utes, but it can permanently
"People are losing jobs affect someone' s life."

·----------- - ----

Graduate student launches Power Hour,
non-caffeinated energy shot product
mind when creating his product.
"Power Hour is not cafWith midterms going on feine based," Omar said. "It is
throughout · week,
a more about blood flow withUniversity of Rhode Island out caffeine, so you won't get
student has found a new solu- a 'peak' feeling."
tion for late night studying:
Omar focused , on the
Power Hour, an energy gela- product being convenient and
tin shot. Eddie Omar, a URI portable for busy students,
Ph.D. candidate in natural especially when studying for
product chemistry, started long hours. He says that stuthis innovative form of an dents are concentrated on
energy drink.
their school work more than
"We want to take the idea food, so his product is a quick
that students want something and effective form of nutribeneficial,"
Omar
said. ents and energy, without
"Power Hour is a substitute interrupting studies.
to all unhealthy choices stu- ·
Power Hour is $3 per shot
dents, in particular [at] URI, and is currently being sold at
takes."
Extreme Fitness in South
There are health benefits Country Commons. This
of gelatin that help with dietary gelatin shot comes in
memory, according to Omar. four flavors: apricot, grape,
This two-ounce energy shot is apple and tropical fruit
only 15 calories, 12 of them punch.
from protein. Ingredients
Omar is in the process of
include vitarpin C, ginseng trying to sell his product at
and glycerin, which is used as the Daily Grind in the Robert
a sweetener: All of the ingre- L. Carothers Library and
clients work together to help Learning Commons and
increase your blood flow, giv- online through Power Hour's
ing you a boost of energy, website, www. powerhourOmar said.
shot.com. The URI fitness
"I think it is important center also had a promotion
because it is actually good for of Power Hour during a
you," URI senior and intern at weight lifting competition
Power Hour Alyssa Arakelian back in November.
Power Hour is so}d o~y
said.
The energy shot is meant other college campuses, such
to be a healthier alternative to as Bryant University and
other popular energy drinks. Rutgers University, and Omar
Omar had URI students in hopes to get his product on
ANITA E. BAFFONI
Contributing News Reporter

more campuses in the area.
"We had an overlying
response from the participants . saying their mood
increased from the ingredients in . the shot," Sarah
Johnson, a senior marketing
major and intern for Power
Hour said.
Power Hour plans on
donating a portion of all of its
profits to the Caitlyn Rose ·
Savio Foundation, named for
a URI student who died this
past August in a car accident.

Bring this Aa in for a

99tt FROYO!

Offer expires March 18th

99 Fortin Road • Kingston, Rl

401-782-2720

The 2012 Excellence Awards .
Nominations are now being
accepted.
Write to us! Tell us who among your peers, coworkers and/or
teachers is deserving of this special recognition and why.
Awards are presented in four categories: Administrative,
Scholarly, Staff and Teaching. Winners are honored at an event
hosted by the URI and URIF presidents. They also receive a
framed citation and a cash award.
The award is very competitive, so repeat nominatiors of
worthy candidates are strongly encouraged! ·

All it takes is a letter or email.
We must receive your nomination by Friday, March 161h at 4:00p.m.
Please send to Ronda Hammond at the URI Foundation,
79 Upper College Road, Kingston, Rl 02881
rhammond@foundation. uri.edu/40 1.874.9532
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CONTINUED
·Baron
From page l
"I want to thank the student body and the community,"
Baron said. "It's been good
throughout my tenure there; the
student body has been tremendous and I wanted to get a
chance to thank them personally. I want to thank the school for
the opportunity. I wish them
luck"
Among the players Baron
has coached were Dawan
Robinson, Dustin Hellenga,
Delroy James, Keith Cothran
and both his sons, Jimmy and
Billy. Under his father's h.ltelage
Jimmy finished as the A-10
·career leader in three-pointers
made with 361.
Baron said seeing the seniors graduate every spring were
some of his proudest moments.
"I think we had some really
great memories," Baron said.
"Seeing these seniors graduate
every May has been very, very
special. It's special memories
having great crowds and great
enthusiasm in the student body,
the community, the alumni."
Assistant coaches Pat
Clarke and Larry Harris were
also released, but assistant
coach Preston Murphy and
director of basketball operations Dan Szramowski have
stayed on.

Bjorn said that the search
for a new coach will begin
immediately with. the goal of
having someone hired by the
end of March or beginning of
April.
"I am confident we will
find the right person to take
over our men's basketball program," Bjorn said. "Rhode
Island is a great job and I
strongly believe in that. We
have the resources and can
compete for Atlantic-10 championships and NCAA tournament bids. I want to find someone who has a demonstrated
pattern and history of success,
and shares my same goals. We
will find the best fit for our head
coaching position."

Bounty
From page 8
hopes to travel to ensure a
more balanced, safe game while still carrying the intensity that football fans have
learned to love. The Saints,
by rewarding its players for
going in the opposite direction, will be extremely punished - and deservedly so.

Rhody
Rhody
Rhody

Student

for Spring2012

From page l
very active in the university
community and was recently
elected as the at-large representative for the Student Senate.
He plans on continuing to
make films and his major goal
is to someday have one of his
films
submitted to
the
Sundance Film Festival. "I have
many goals that I would like to
achieve," Pilkington said, "but
I'm just taking it one step at a
time."

Rams, Rams,
Rams!

"!continue to be impressed by the quality of
employees we recruit/rom Bryant. "
ROBERT CALABRO '88
TAX PARTNER, PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS

Start your career with a competitive advantage. Earn your Master
of Professional Accountancy (MPAc) degree at Bryant University.
• The two semester MPAc program meets the 150-hour
requirement for CPA licensure.
• Learn the accounting, client relations, and prqject
management skills that will set you apart from the crowd.
• More than 40 top regional and international flrms
recruit at B.ryant each year.

To learn more about this program, attend a special
information session on Wednesday, March 7 at 6 p.m.
A representative from Becker CPA Review will also
present some valuable information on the CPA exam
and test-taking strategies.

To register, visit www.bryant.edu/mpac
or call (40 I) 232-6230

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Smithfield, Rhode Island
www.bryant.edu{gradschool
(401) Z32-G230

OPEN HOUSE

Bryant
UNIVERSITY

Thursday, March 15, 2012,
4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Alumni Hall, Student Genter
Information & Registration: www.ccsu.edu/grad; 860-832-2350
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
Hit the polls

Student criticizes Occupy URI,
stresses tuition as investment
To the Cigar,

/

Rising tuition- prices in this tough economy have created a hostile environment for college students, especially
those attending the University of Rhode Island, where
state funds are d~indling and higher education always
seems to be facing new cuts.
Many students have taken the opportunity to have
their voices heard. Some students turned to "occupy" the
Quadrangle in protest of tuition cuts. Another student is
lobbying to stop cuts to services that politicians see little
resistance in removtng.
Some student groups are out this week to encourage
participation in democracy, both at the campus level with
this week's Student Senate elections and at the local1 state
and federal levels where groups such as the College
Democrats are helping register students to vote.
Moreover, plans are in the works to bus URI students
to the State House on. March 22 for a hearing on tuition
c~sts. If you feel passionate about an issue such as your
tuition, involving yourself in the democratic process is a
way to make your voice heard. If you are an out-of-state
student and you think your voice doesn't count, think
again. Voting laws in Rhode Island allow <:tnyone who has
maintained residency at one address for more than 30
days to register to vote in town and state elections. If you
are a registered voter, then .your opinion will matter more
to state legislators.
If you have never voted in an election before, you ·can
start this week by voting in the Student Senate elections
Wednesday and Thursday. If you found that process to be
simple, then set your sites on the November general elec- ·
tion.
You have the chance to make your voice heard if you
hold politicians accountable for their actions. If you don't
like how things are going, apathy is not a tool of change.
You have the right to have your voice heard, now use it.
Get out and vote and create th~ change you want to see.

Last Thursday, there was a
movement on our Quadrangle
know as Occupy URI. The point
of the movement was to point
out that tuition costs are rising
and that many students are coming out of college with more debt
than they can handle.
Occupy URI joined up with
the
"No
Cuts,
No
Compromises" {NCNC) petition
which blames banks and corporations for putting students into
too much debt when they graduate.
NCNC's introduction starts
with the following: "Do you
know how much of what you
will ultimately pay for your student loan will go toward education and how much will end up
lining the pockets of financial
institutions that contribute nothing to education?"
Maybe what the occupiers
fail to understand is that without
these financial institutions, thousands of students would not be
able to afford higher education.
Yes, you have to pay interest, but
it's the interest you pay that
allows these institutions to stay
in business and continue to give
out loans to students in need.
But what about all of the
students over their heads in

debt? They should think about about change. In 2008-09, the
how they got there. They select- state of Rhode Island funded
ed their school and their major. 15.5 percent of URI's revenue. It
No one forced them to pick a col- is now somewhere in-between 8lege that they cannot afford.
11 percent.
Unfortunately,
many
URI receives very little from
Americans cannot afford private the state goven;unent, making us
institutions, but that is why state practically a private institution.
schools, along with community But because we are not a private
colleges and technical schools, institutiol}, federal funding
have been established. Many comes with red~tape. URI cannot
schools are available for much simply lower tuition. We must
lower costs so that students do receive approval for inany of our
not have to thl<.e out massive cuts and budgets ' through the
loans.
state governmenf. This meanS
College is an inv~strrient. that it would be wiser to protest
You are attending college as a in front of the statehouse in
young man or woman to gain a Providence, rather than the urnmarketable skill to ultimately get versity itself.
a job after graduation. If you "
I was incredibJy disappointwaste years of school undecided ed in the movement when I
about your major or graduate posted on the official Occupy
without a good degree, you will URI Facebook page. I pointed
not get return on your invest- out that some of their arguments
ment. It's just like investing in a may be flawed . Instead of a
stock. You might invest in healthy debate, I found that my
Google because you think that in comments and posts were
four years you can make money immediately deleted. I thought
off of it. Same goes for college. In that the whole point of Occupy
four years, you should be able to was to hear ."the 99 percent." It
turn those tho;usands of educa- doesn't seem very democratic of
tion-invested dollars into a well the group to delete comments
paying job.
and posts of anyone with differOccupy URI also points nut ent views.
that tuition should be lowered. I
would personally love to not
Sincerely,
Ben Bernstein
have to pay as much as I do no~
but this is not the way to bring

UConn students should support The Daily -Campus newspaper
concerns, highlights their success and is there for them to
share their thoughts and opinA campus' student-run ions. It is a cruciq.l _outlet for
news source is an invaluable - students and a staple of camresource~a bias, I will admit
pus life.
from the onset, having
Recently, the student cammanned the helm of The Good pus paper at the University of
Five Cent Cigar for the past Connecticut,
The
Daily
two years and having been a Campus, has been dealing
part of its news and editing with the dire economic situastaff from the onset of my col- tio.n that has impacted newslege career. It is a place for stu- papers, including · student~run
dent journalists and writers to publications, across the councome together and get practi- try. Without an increase in stucal experience for the field dent funding aid, a paper that
they plan on entering, an has been publishing for more
opportunity to try and fail, to than 100 years for a huge pubsucceed immeasurably and to lic university communit}' will
gain the news clips and experi- cease to exist in just a few
ence that bolster a resume. It is years.
a plac~ that staff alumni come
The Daily Campus editorback to again and again as the in-chief Melanie Deziel's expestart of their mo~t lasting rience and financial issues,
friendships and best memories detailed in her piece on the
of creaky office chairs and Huffington Post, "SOS: Save
chatter around the newsroom. Our Student Newspaper," was
Most importantly, it is a something that I could relate
source for students to have with. I've been in the same
their voices heard. Student position she is in, taking pride
newspapers write for the stu- in the student work she helps
dent body in every sense-not to publish and setting aside
only are students their main her responsibilities as a stuaudience, but they are the pri- dent for her responsibilities as
mary concern. A campus an editor. I've also seen the
newspaper is mouthpiece for Cigar weather the same experithe student body,. a news ences of inflation matched
source that investigates their with
economically-driven
BY HILLARY BRADY
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decreases in advertising revenue. It is something we have
struggled with in the past several years, but we have been
lucky enough to have had the
support of the Student Senate,
along with faculty and alumni,
who have always been supportive of our mission statement.
It is time for the University
of Connecticut community to
step up and help it's student
news source. The Cigar has
helped shape my own experience in college and I imagine
the same can be said for every
staff member at The Daily
Campus. More importantly,
however, is the student body
who the newspaper represents. Do not let the UConn
students be voiceless-the
campus daily newspaper must
be saved so that future students can get the same quality
news coverage about what
matters most to them.
URI students should keep
abreast of the issues going on
at UConn and keep ail eye on
the issues going on at our own
campus- funding,
tuition
rates and student rights transcend individual campuses. Be
informed, because we'll keep
w:riting- hopefully, The Daily
Campus will, too.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Th·e Razzie Awards: 2011's most hated films, actors
BY SARAH-ROSE MARCUS
Contributing Enffrtainment Wri ter

Now that the serious and
reputable awards h ave all
been given to the most talented, beautiful and overpaid
actors in Hollywood, its time
to have some fun. The Razzie
awards are coming up, and
their nomination list has just
been presented.
For those of you who are
unfamiliar, it is an award
show that celebrates the worst
movies and acting of the year,
giving credit where credit is
due. Here is the list of actors
who have been "recognized"
for their work.
It seems that Adam
Sandler is having quite a
memorable year. He has broken a top record and it isn't
for having the most annoying
gibberish voices. This year, he
has a whopping 14 nominations, which is more nominations than actual categories.
The first failure was for
his film ''Jack and Jill," in
which he plays an advertisement executive who is irritated by the visit of his twin sister {also played by Sandler, in
drag). - However, Sandler's
performance was so annoying
that it caused audiences to
despise him as an actor. (I

("The Twilight Saga: Breaking
Dawn") and Sarah Palin for
playing herself in the documentary "The Undefeated.''
The nomination list for
Worst Supporting Actor is
actually composed of some
highly esteemed Hollywood
men such as Al Pacino ("Jack
and Jill"), James Franco
("Your
Highness")
and
will win? Who cares, the audience already l:::o=-st=·~~~~~-~- Patrick
Dempsey
('~Transformers").
There is
offered to watch it for the recently made equally terrible also comedian Nick Swardson
journalistic purpose of writ- movie choices as he has finan- ("Jack and Jill," "Just Go With
ing this article but the rest of cial choices. Other nominees It") and Ken Jeong, a.~.a the
the
entertainment
team are
Taylor
Lautner feisty Mr. Chow ("The
refused to let me}.
("Abduction," "The Twilight Hangover Part II," "Big
Sandler co-wrote "Jack Saga:
Breaking Dawn"), . Momma," · "Transformers,"
and Jill" along with the movie Russell Brand ("Arthur") and "Zookeeper").
"Bucky Larson: Born to be a Nick Swardson ("Bucky
Up for Worst Supporting
Star." Both movies are in the Larson").
Actress are Katie Holmes
running for Worst Picture.
The Razzies hate Sandler ("Jack and Jill"), ·Brandon T.
Other nominees for this cate- so much this year that they Jackson {"Big Momma"), and
gory include the star studded even found a way to include Nicole Kidman ("Just Go With
disaster "New Years Eve/' him in the category of Worst It"). In addition to them is
"The Twilight Saga: Breaking Actress for his role as Jill in model
beauty
Rosie
Dawn" and "Transformers: "Jack and Jill." Another man Huntington
Whitely
Dark Side of the Moon."
who is nominated for the cat- ("Transformers"), who should
If Sandler doesn't win this egory is Martin Lawrence for probably
just
stick
to
category, there's hope he his role as Big Momma ("Big Victoria's Secret commercials.
could win Worst Actor. In Momma: Like Father Like
For Worst Ensemble,
addition to "Jack and Jill" and Son"), which shows that movies such as "New Years
"Bucky Larson," he is nomi- dressing in drag may be get- Eve" showed us that paying
nated for his romantic come- ting pretty old at this point. every big name in the busidy "Just Go with It." Also Actresses . in the running ness for five minutes of screen
nominated is Nicolas ·Cage include Sarah Jessica Parker time dqes not create a good
("Drive Angry," Season of the ("I Don't Know How She film. Other movies nominated
Witch," "Trespass") who has Does It"), Kristen Stewart are
Dawn,"
"Breaking

Open .
the Door
to your
Success
,. 22 Graduate Dewee

Progr:ams
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•
•
•
•
•
·•
•

Ji<>..Tet:hnology
Education
L.iberal Arts
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Occupational Th.er~py
School Psychology
Speeeh Language
Pathology

We put your mind to work.

"Transformers,"
"Bucky
Larson" and "Jack and Jill."
These same movies were
nominated .
for
Worst
Screenplay as well.
In the Worst On-Screen
Couple section, Sandler's
chemistry with any of his
female costars scored him two
nominations, along with.Cage
and basically anyone who
shared the screen with him
this year. Peopl~ also seemed
to dislike watching Kristen
Stewart and Rob Pattinson's ·
brooding romance {"Breaki.n g
Dawn"), and had trouble
believing
that
Rosie
Huntington-Whitely would
actually go for Shia Labeau£
("Transformers.").
If .you were seriously
bothered by these terrible cinematic portrayals or are s~:tp
ply in a bad mood, you . can
actually contribute to the vot- .
ing process on the Razzie' s
website (razzies.com). The
"winners" will be announced
on April 1, so stay tuned to
find out who and what were
named the biggest disasters of
2011.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Previous Dr. Seuss' films . AMC's 'The Walking Dead' peaks,
failed to capture message disappoints with recent episodes
BY MATr GOUDREAU

tor. Taylor Momsen as CindyLou
Who doesn't add anything for
me either. It's certainly watchWhen it comes to children's able, but I will gladly choose the
literature, Dr. Seuss is easily the original Boris Karloff narrated
most influential and recognized cartoon to watch on Christmas
author. With multiple books Eve.
often hailed as children's classics,
The problems I had with
Seuss left a legacy that is nearly "How
the
Grinch Stole
untouchable for many aspiring Christmas" were exponenti~y
authors.
magnified in the next adaptation
Like any successful autho~ of Seuss' work "The Cat in the
Seuss' stories have been adapted. Hat," starring Mike Myers is not
multiple times by Hollywood in only offensive, vulgar and insultboth live action and animated ing to Dr. Seuss's story, but to the
form. While some authors have viewer as well. The film is
seen faithful adaptations, Seuss, · ridiculed with sexual innuendo,
for the most part, has suffered bad jokes,·some strong language
from poor, if not offensive, inter- and disgusting sight gags that
pretations of his imaginative lit- have ·nothing in common with
erature.
the original story. It is entertainMuch like ahnost everyone ment for the lowest comm'on
else, I grew up on Dr. Seuss and denominator and easily one of
have great admiration and nos- the worst films I have ever seen. I
talgia for his work I grew up on sympathize with Seuss' wido~
the classic animated adaptation who was so outraged that she
of "The Grinch," which got me forbade studios from further
hooked even more to the story ' exploiting her husband's stories
through seeing it on Tv. I was for financial reasons at the
even more ecstatic when I heard expense of quality or faithful
that there would be a theatrically adaptation.
released adaptation starring
This sure as heck did not
everyone's favorite human car- stop Hollywood from exploring
toon, Jim Carrey. I remember a loophole: animation. As a
going to the theatre with my result, Blue Sky Studios decided
cousin and uncle when I was six to adapt "Horton Hears a Who,"
and being excited to see this. once again with Carrey. I was
Needless to say, I was enthralled extremely nervous and refused
and saw it twice in the theatre. to see it after the insult that was
My, oh my, how things change!
"The Cat in the Hat." It wasn't
While I don't think Ron until recently that I decided to
Howard's "How the Grinch Stole
watch it and was surprised I
Christmas" is horrendous, I cer- enjoyed it as much as I did. Out
tainly think it failed to capture of all three films, it is the closest
the message and originality of to being faithful to the original
Seuss' story. I give it credit for story with characters and settings
attempting to be magical and that look as if they were ripped
stretching the story to feature from the page. I truly believe anilength, but that's where the big mation is the best way to adapt
problem lies. The subplots leave · any Seuss story from a visual
a lot to be desired and take away standpoint. While the plot
any mystery the Grinch had as a stretches ti:Un. the film owes a lot
character. I wish they didn't to its talented yoice cast, includexplain why he hates Christmas ing Carrey, Steve Carrell and Will
or his upbringing and education. Arnett.
Speaking of the Grinch,
With "The Lorax" being
Carrey comes off as too over the released to an overall positive
top which is saying a lot. I wish word of mouth, it's safe to say
he downplayed the comedy
that Seuss' work may very well
more and came across as more be interpreted faithfully through
villainous in a manner similar to computer animation. Live action
the book
has proven to be damaging to his
I love the visual look of the work and it seems animation is
film and the makeup is stunning, the way of the future. I seriously
but morally I find it lacking. hope "Green Eggs and Ham" is
Some of the humor is a little
the next book to get a screen
.c rude and tasteless, including adaptation, as seeing that on the
some of the sight gags and the big screen may bring out the kid
Crinch's dialogue. The support- in me. Regardless, it appears that
ing cast is also rather weak with the futUre is bright for successful
the exception of the always-great tales on screen, from the imagiAnthony Hopkins as the narra- native mind of Dr. Seuss.
Entertainment Writer ·

walkers, creating a pile crushing Rick underneath. The
token cool kill of last week
For those that com- comes when one more walker
plained about the lack of- approaches and Rick can't
action in the first half of the aim at him, so he sticks the
current season, "Walking barrel into one dead walker's
Dead" fans should be more mouth to shoot through it.
than pleased by producer
Back at the farm, Beth is
Glen Maz'i ara's amped-up finally given some substantial
approach to the second half. screen time after going into a
The
shootout
in mild coma the audience did"Triggerfinger" lasted for n't care about. This leads to
almost half the episode and some interesting scenes,. as
last week's "18 Miles Out"
she has basically given up
brings the zombie action back hope on life and even asks
to the forefront while not Maggie if she will commit
skimping on great character suicide with her. Lori underbeats.
standably feels disturbed by
Ric!.< and Shane bring her actions, but Andrea
their hostage, Randall, to an believes that suicide is her
abandoned lot so that they choice to make. Normally I
can dump him there without really don't like Andrea, but
worrying about him finding when she puts the similarly
the farm. Shane would love to unlikable Lori in her place for
just shoot the man, while Rick all the trouble and complainwants to find a more civil ing she causes, I couldn't h,e lp
answer.
but take her side.
This quickly devolves
The focus of "18 Miles
into a long-awaited brawl Out," however, was undoubtbetween the two friends when edly on Rick and Shane and
Shane questions Rick's lead- their scenes deliver the goods
ership to his face. The well- in spades. Even though there
choreographed fight goes on are no major revelations or
for a long time and the emo- life-changing consequences
tional baggage (namely Lori) by the time everything comes
that these two carry makes to an end, I still found this to
the fight all the more involv- be one of the best episodes
ing. This leads to an incredi- the show has ever had.
bly shocking moment where
Sunday's "Judge, Jury
Shane picks up a huge wrench and Executioner" had a tough
and launches it at Rick's face. time living up to the quality
The wrench smashes a of "18 Miles Out" and · it is
wihdow behind Rick, which clear that no one was trying
awakens a horde of walkers to attempt another packed
contained inside. Tension episode like that so soon. In
mounts as the hoard sur- fact, most of the time, it
rounds
everyone,
while reminded me of "Cherokee
Randall is still fiddling with a Rose" (my least favorite
knife to cut loose from his episode) in terms of spinning
ropes.
its wheels.
Speaking of knives, Rick
In all honesty, I can't even
introduces a smart tactic of remember much that hapconserving ammo by luring pened in the first half of the
walkers away from the episode aside from Daryl
crowds and then bringing a interrogating Randall in the
'knife to the their head. It barn. This could have been
makes the action . more amplified by the fact that
dynamic and intense, espe- Daryl has not done much
cially as Shane gets trapped in since the barn massacre, so
a school bus and tactically having him back in action
allows
for
walkers
to was a sign of relief that the
approach the door opening writers haven't forgotten
one at a time to take them out. about him. The brutal torture
Rick eventually reverts that he uses on Randall was a
back to his gun when he gets great reminder that he,
trapped under one walker despite having grown as a
body. There is an unexpected- character since his introducly hilarious moment where he tion, still has dark demons
has to shoot a couple more haunting him from his past.
BY AUGIE KING

Entertainment Editor

Sandwiched between this
and the real meat of the
episode is a nice moment
where
Hershel
finally
approves of Glenn being with
Maggie. The two have a short
talk together and, to show his
appreciation, Hershel gives
Glenn a pocket watch that
was passed through Hershel's
family for a few generations.
This probably doesn't help ,
Glenn's anxiety about being
in love in such a dangerous
world, but I'm sure he'll get
over that soon.
Aside from that scene, not
much happened until about
t~o thirds of the episode had
gone by. It was not n.e&rly as
aggravating as "Cherokee
Rose," but it definitely felt
like an unwanted return to
the type of episode on the
farm that many fans have
grown tired of. I was dreading the worst; that nothing
important would be accomplished and no action beats
would break up the tedium.
Thankfully,
another
debate happened near the
end, although one that had
much more weight and
importance than the average
ones that the show tries to
shove on us. The issue of
whether or not to kill Randall
was the main topic, with
almost everyone, including
Rick, in agreement that he has
to go. However, Dale strongly
objects to this, conaemning
everyone for losing grasp of
the humanity they should try
to maintain.
Despite never accomplishing much besides being
the shows obligatory moral
center, Dale has been one of
my
favorite
characters
because he has been the most
lev.el headed and reasonable
of them all.
I can't say much beyond
this point because of the massive spoiler potential, but I
will say that Carl is going to
have a lot of guilt hanging on
his head for the shocking
event he unknowingly set in·
motion. The final minutes
recall the unpredictably of
"The Walking Dead" comic
book and how it establishes
that no one is safe. I can
already feel as if some characters will be in grave danger
by the time this season ends
in a few weeks.
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living
6 bed New Eastward. A.cad. 12- 13. 15
Greene Lane (www.vrbo.com/167707)
43
Glendale
Rd.
(www .homeaway.com/vacationrcntal/p3 031 74)
Email
mjvercillo@hotmail.com or call ·
(917)270-2 185
4 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 full kitchen.
2012-2013 school year rental available in Eastward Look. Fu!Jy furnished. See vrbo.com/291403 for
more info + pies. Email bethbrown 112@gmail. com.
On Moonstone Beach· Road- small
cottage, $595 plus utilities. Apartment
$785 utilities included. One bedroom
each rental unfurnished. (401)7830620 danaejh.com
NaFragansett Pier, Scarborough,
·Eastward Look, Bonnet Shores
rentals. Academic
12-13, Summer 12. 1-6 bedrooms,
$500-2400 offers accepted (401)7823900. www.annobrienrealty.com
Eastward Look rental. 5 bed, 3 bath,
gas heat, all appliances, large deck
with gas grill. See homeaway.com,
#115966. Cell (860)380·0581, email
jfs3 @cox.net.
Large selection of well-maintained
homes for rent. No application fees!
Call now for 2012-2013. (401)7890666 or Liladelman.com
Eastward Look North, extra-large 4
bedroom/2.5 bath, $2100/month, nicely furnished, include.s recycling +
cleaning. Mature s'tudents wanted.
Homeaway.com #37994 1, email
amy.bartolone@gmail.com

Campus Police Reports
Arrests
-A URI student was
charged with vandalism after
doing donuts with his truck
on the Quadrangle on
Monday at around 1:30 a.m.
Adam J. Briggs, 24, of 150
Stony
Fort
Road,
Saunderstown, was charged
with vandalism after he was
discovered fishtailing in his
pickup truck on the quad by
URI police, causing an estimated $228 in damage. He
was charged with vandalism
· by the university police and
reckless driving and marijuana possession by the South
Kingstown police department. He was held overnight,
arraigned and released on
$1,000 personal recognizance.
He is se.t to appear in Fourth
District Court on March 28
and 29 on charges for both
police departments.
A non-student passenger
in the car, Kyle Fish, 26, of 55
Dion Avenue, Tiverton, was
taken into custody on a bench
warrant.

room in the Gorham residence hall this past Tuesday
at around 1 p.m. The student
left his Macbook Pro, valued
at $1,300, locked in his room
for an hour and reported it
missing upon his return. The
incident is under investigation.
Complaint
-An area resident was
found Dumpster diving fro:rn
a trash receptacle behind the
Lands and Grounds building
at 210 Flagg Road. The man
was found pulling metal
items from the Dumpster, was
told to put the material back
and warned not to do it again.
Larceny
·A student reported that
her wallet was stolen after she
left it briefly unattended on a
table at the Robert L.
Carothers library and learning commons. The wallet contained $300 in cash, several
ID' s and credit cards, which
have now been cancelled.

Burglary
-A student reported that
his laptop was stolen from his
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-A student reported that
his backpack was stolen after
he left it in the area outside of

the dining hall entrance in
Hope Commons this past
Wednesday at around 8:30
p .m. The student, who was
participating in the Humans
vs. Zombies campus group,
left his backpack to go tag a
friend outside. His backpack,
containing a Dell Inspiron
laptop valued at $1,200, was
gone upon his return.

Vandalism
-The House Mother of the
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority
house reported~ that the flowers were taken out of several
flower pots inside and outside of the house -this. past
Wednesday at around 11:30
a.m. The pots, · which were
also damaged, ~re estimated
to be $100 in value.

-A student reported that
his iPhone, valued at $300,
-A possible incident of
was stolen from a ~ubbie in
the Mackal Field House this vandalism or breaking' and
past Thursday at around 3:30 . entering was reported at .the
Alpha Chi Omega sorority
p.m.
house .this past Saturday. The
-A construction worker wooden doorframe fo a roo:rn
on the new Hillside residence in the house was found damhall reported that his tool bag, aged arid kicked in, needing
worth $100, was stolen approximately $250 worth, ~f
overnight from a locker on repairs. Nothing was reportthe construction site this past ed stolen from the room and
Friday.
. the incident is under investigation.
Notification
-The Parking Services
-A Resident Advisor noti- building was vandalized
fied police that a former stu- when words referring to camdent was staying in a dorm pus towing were spray paint- ·
room in the Dorr residence ed on the side of the building
hall this past Wednesday. The this past Sunday. The act of
former student was removed . vandalism has since been covfrom the dorm and trespassed ered.
from the university.

limbaugh.. advertisers heading for the exits ·
(AP) - Rush Limbaugh's
mouth is taking a bite out of
his wallet.
Nine advertisers and a
radio station in Hawaii
dropped his .show after he
called a law student a "slut"
and a "prostitute."
One of the most popular
radio shows in the country on
Monday · lost advertisers
includtng AOL Inc. and Tax
Resolution Services Co.
The tax firm helps peop(e
who have disputes with the
IRS. It spends some $9 million
a year on radio advertising,
according to ratings firm
Nielsen, and its website carries endorsement from conservative talk radio personalities
Glenn Beck,
Sean
Hannity, as well as Limbaugh
himself.
"You don't need to fight
this fight alone," Limbaugh is
quoted as saying on the Tax
Resolution site. His endorsement was still up on Tax
Resolution's site on Monday
afternoon.·
CEO Michael Rozbruch
said the statement about
dropping Limbaugh was easily issued - but changing the
website will require a meeting
later in the week.
Limbaugh
apologized
over the weekend for his comments about Georgetown law
student Sandra -Fluke after
she testified to congressional
Democrats that her Jesuit college's health plan should
cover her birth control.

KPUA, an AM station in
Hilo, Hawaii, said it is dropping Limbaugh's show immediately.
The statement by station
owner New West said the
Limbaugh incident "crossed a
line of decency" and didn't
live up to the station's standards.
"We are strong believers
in the First Amendment and
have
recognized
Mr.
Limbaugh's right to express
opinions that often times differ from our own, but it has
never been our goal to allow
our station to be used for personal attacks and in toler- ·
ance," station owner New
West said.
Limbaugh
joked · on
Monday that he got a busy
signal when he called his
show because of the advertisers who are abandoning it.
Cle.a r Channel's Premiere
Radio Networks Inc. hosts
Limbaugh's show. His on-air
contract runs through 2016.
Premiere Radio said in a
statement Monday that it
respects Limbaugh's right to
express his opinions. It said
that, ''in an attempt at absurdist humor to illustrate his
political point, Mr. Limbaugh
used words that unfortunately distracted from the mes~
sage he was trying to convey."
The
company
said
Limbaugh did the right thing
by "expressing regret for his
choice of words and offering
his sincere and heartfelt apol-

ogy to Ms. Fluke."
Fluke 'said Monday that
Limbaugh's apology changes
nothing and that Americans
have to decide whether to
support companies that continue to advertise on his program.
The advertisers that have
backed
away
from
Limbaugh's program represent a broad range of indpstries, from technology to
financial services to retailers.
AOL, an Internet portal
that runs the TechCrunch blog
and the Huffington Post, said
Monday that Limbaugh's .
comments "are not irr line
with our values."
Other companies that say
they have left the show
include flower delivery service ProFlowers, mortgage
lender ·Quicken Loans, the
maker of Sleep Number beds,
mattress retailer -Sleep Train;
software
maker
Citrix
Systems Inc., . online data
backup · service provider
Carbonite and online legal
document services company
LegalZoom.
Allstate Corp. said it
bought ads on Limbaugh's
show by accident.
The insurer at first told
people who asked on Monday
that it didn't buy ads on .
Limbaugh's show. But it said
on Facebook that it learned
during the day that its ads
· actually were running with
the program. It said an advertising vendor had bought the

ads in error and its advertising strategy_ never included
ads on Limbaugh's show.
Allstate said on Facebook
that it regretted "providing
mistaken information" about
its ads and has asked the
media buying firm to stop
advertising on Limbaugh's
show "in keeping with our
original advertising plans and
strategies."
Clear Channel Media and
Entertainment operates :rnore
than 850 radio stations in the
U.S., and Premiere says it's
the largest radio content
provider in the country, syndicating programs to more
than 5,000 affiliate stations.
Clear
Channel
has
declined to say how much
revenue it stands to lose from
advertiser defections. Its parent company was taken private in 2008.
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Bounty system worse than 'spygate' for NFL Baseball team gets
BY TIM LIMA

Contributing Sports Reporter

Where' s your outrage
football fans? Where is the
killer mentality that was
apparent during the overreac~
tion that is ·now known as
"spygate," in which seemingly every football fan outside
·of New England was calling
for Patriots head coach Bill
Belichick's head? Much of the
New Orleans Saints organization, including their p layers,
took part in a secretive operation that bribed players to
knock out members of the
opposing team - yet ESPN
still
can't
stray
from
"Linsanity", Lebron James
and Tim Tebow. The answers
lie within winning.
When the Patriots organization was under fire for
stretching a league rule
regarding videotaping restrictions, they had attended five
Super Bowls in 19 years three coming in the six years
prior. The season following
"spygate," the Patriots finished the regular season
undefeated before losing in
the Super Bowl. This year, the
Patriots also lost the Super
BowL An organization that,
since the 1985 season, has
appeared in the Super Bowl
seven times, clearly and
understandably has a bulls
eye on its back.
With that being said, one
must not mistake the negative
attention, or lack thereof, of
the current Saints scandal, to
the magnitude of the offense.
Bribing players, who are
already millionaires, with
thousands of dollars to intentionally harm an opposing

player is not only morally
irresponsible, but is damaging to the integrity of the
sport in its entirety. The atten~
tion the issue has gotten is far
less than warranted - perhaps
due to the fact that the Saints
have only appeared in one
Super Bowl since, well, the
Super Bowl was created.
Let me explain the
specifics of the scandal - from
the 2009 through 2011 football
seasons, former Saints and
current St. Louis Rams defensive
coordinator
Gregg
Williams allegedly instituted
a bounty system. This paid
Saints defensive players up to
$1,500 for damaging hits,
with more money being
earned from knocking an
opposing player out of a
game.
The NFL has stated that
between 22 and 27 Saints
players at the time were
involved with the bounty,
something that head coach
Sean Payton was aware of.
Occasionally, up to $10,000
was put as a reward for taking specific players, such as
former Minnesota Vikings
quarterback Brett Favre, out
of a game. In that specific~
game, Favre was battered
unconscionably and was
eventually helped off the
field.
In the blogging website
known as The Guardian,
Patrick Hruby expresses his
opposing view on the scandal
by saying, " .. .league commissioner Roger Goodell is
expected to slap the Saints
with a more severe punishment than the fines and forfeited draft picks levied upon

the New England Patriots for
videotaping their opponents'
in the 2007 "spy gate" scandal.
In other words: in professional football, it's bad to cheat.
But it's far worse to accept
bribes for doing your job.
Particularly for doing it well."
He is wrong in that football players don't play in
games to hurt other players.
Sure, defense is the more viscous side of the ball - where
players strive on hitting hard
- but the mindset of a cornerback hitting a receiver hard
the second he attempts to
make a reception is not to
hurt the player, but rather to
cause an incompletion.
The mindset of a defensive end rushing off the corner to sack a quarterback is
not to knock him out of the
game or give him a concussion, but rather to stop a play
from happening or cause a
fumble. And just as a side
note, what the Patriots did in
2007 was completely legal just not in the location they
did it. Videotaping signals
from the opposing sideline is
allowed in specific booths,
but not on the sideline, as the
Patriots did, making the term
"cheat" a stretch, no?
The NFL in the past
decade has made being a
defensive player incredibly
difficult. Many rules were put
in place to prevent harmful
hits, particularly on defenseless players and quarterbacks,
with the intention of preventing serious injury on millionaire, money-making players.
These rules, while frustrating for some, signify a
direction in which the NFL

swept by Vanderbilt
BY JONATHAN SHIDELER

Sports Staff Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island baseball team traveled to
Nashville, Tenn. this past weekend for a series against
Vanderbilt University and lost
all three games.
The Rams played a double
header on Saturday. The first
game did not start off well for
URI at all, as serlior starting
pitcher Chris Pickering gave up
seven runs in the first inning to
put the team at an early disad~
vantage.
"It's tough when we have a
first inning like that, we can't
play the type of baseball we
want coming from .behind,"
assistant coach Chris Smith
said.
Despite the early deficit, the
Rams managed to put up four
runs as a team. In the sixth
inning senior catcher Milan
Adams stroked a double that
scored two runs. Junior outfielder Kevin Stenhouse pinchhit in the eighth inning with the
bases loaded, singled and drove
in two runs.
The bullpen pitched outstanding in the first game as
juniqr Bobby Dean,.freshm,an l'y
Sterner and red shirt. freshman
Cole Warren combined 3.1
innings giving up two hits and
no runs to put the final score at
9-4.

In the nightcap sophomore
Kevin Lee started for the Rams.
He gave up three runs in the
first and Vandy p.ever looked
back.. They tacked on two more
in the fifth and three runs in the
sixth inning. Vanderbilt held the

Rams to two hits and no runs
making the final score on
Saturday night 8-0.
On Sunday the Rams and
Commodores had a battle. The
Rams put up one run in each of
the first two innings, which
Vanderbilt matched. Vandy
then took a 'one run lead in the
fourth.
In the sixth the Rams took
back the lead, plating two runs ,
to put the score at 4~3. However
'the Rams committed a costly
error in the bottom half of the
inning and Vanderbilt opened
up the game, putting the score
at '7-4 to end the sixth inning.
" The R;;:tms weren't ready to
give in yet. They put J.Ipa total
of four runs in the top of the seventh inning to give themselves a
one run lead. Then the team
finally did something they didn't do all weekend: lose a game.
Junior Mike Bradstreet got
his first loss of the season as he
pitched 2.2 innings and gave up
five runs, four of which were
earned.
Junior Pat Forunato led the
way for the Rams Sunday as he
went 3-5, scoring three runs and
driving in two. Senior Ty Muller
came into the game as a pinch
hitter and went 2-2 with a double, run scored and one RBI.
"We need to get more productive innings out of . our
starters," Smith said. "The
bullpen did their job the first
two games and just let the third
slip away."
During spring break the
Rams will travel to California
for a three-game series against
Pepperdine University, March
9-11.

URI softball team goes one for frve at Buzz Classic
BY NIKITA DUKE

Sports Staff Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island softball team headed to
Woodstock, Ga. this past
weekend to compete in the
Buzz Classic, where the Rams
managed a single win in the
five-game series.
In day one of the classic,
the Rams suffered two losses,
losing
7-3
to
Furman
University and coming up
empty in their night game
against Western Carolina
University.
Senior
Courtney
Prendergast batted in a double during Rhody's game
against Furman and increased
her hitting streak to six games.
She is current.ly batting at .333
for the season thus far.
Sophomore Cassie Baker
threw for two strikeouts versus Western Carolina as well
as two scoreless innings,
while teammate sophomore
Fallon Scorpio drove in her

fifth run of the season.
Scorpio's five RBI' s were a
team best.
Although Baker and fellow Rhody pitcher sophomore
Sam Bedore limited Western
Carolina to just four hits, each
hit was for extra bases: a pair
of solo home runs, a two-run
double as well as a run-scoring double.
The Rams were blanked
again in their game against
Georgia State University on
Saturday, · day 2 of the Buzz
Classic.
In each of the first two
innings, Georgia State scored
single runs, in addition to two
more in the fourth. Rhody was
only able to put two runners
in scoring position versus
Georgia State pitcher Alana
Thomas, who pitched a complete game, totaling seven
strikeouts and 13 retired batters via ground balls.
Leading the Rams with
hits was sophomore Stacey

Fox with three, while senior
Nicole Massoni singled in
three at bats.
Baker, once again, pitched
two scoreless innings. So far,
Baker has pitched 5.1 innings
allowing two hits and three
walks, while striking out
three.
Rhody started off their
final day of the Buzz Classic
on a high note, defeating Elon
University 10-2 and breaking
their 18-inning scoreless
streak. Despite scoring 11 runs
in their game at noon against
Morehead State University,
URI came up a bit short,
resulting in a 15-11 loss.
In just the two games on
Sunday, URI had a total of 21
runs in comparison to their
total 15 runs in the first seven
games of the season.
URI and Morehead State
combined for 26 runs and 30
hits
during
the
game.
Prendergast as well as Junior
Kelly Coker, senior Brittany

Julich, senior Nicole Massoni
and
sophomore
Jocelyn
Mattison all had multi-hit
games.
Coker homered in both
games, securing the win over
Elon with a grand slam in
addition to a two-run slam
against
Morehead
State.
Coker brought in a total of
seven
runs
for
Rhody
throughout their two games
on Sunday.
Julich had a pair of doubles on Sunday and totaled six
hits at the end of the day
along with Prendergast who
also had six .(three in each
game). Massoni had her first
homer of the season in a tworun shot versus Morehead
State.
As a result of the classic,
URI is currently 2-7 overall.
The team will host their home
opener tomorrow, March 7, in
a
doubleheader
versus
Hartford University starting
at 2:30p.m.
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